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CONSTRUCTION OF n-END CATENOIDS

WITH PRESCRIBED FLUX

SHIN KATO

1. Introduction

Let X: C—{qlf •••, qn}-*R* be an n-end catenoid, that is, a complete mini-
mal surface of genus 0 having n catenoid ends at qx's, where C:=CW{°°}.
Let G: C—{qu •••, qn}-*S2 be its Gauss map which can be extended naturally
on C, and let w(qx) denote the weight of the end qiy that is, the similitude ratio
of the asymptotic catenoid of the end qt to the standard catenoid (g=—z, η=
—z~2dz). Remark that w{qx) takes negative value if the orientation of the end qt

differs from that of the standard catenoid, and that w(qx) vanishes if the end qx

is a flat end or is removed. The vector w(qx)G(qx) is called the flux vector of
the end qx and, it follows from the flux formula (cf. e. g. [2]) that Σ?=i w(qx)G(qx)
—0. Now, conversely, we consider the following

PROBLEM. Given n unit vectors vu - , vn in R3 and n non-zero real numbers
fli, •*•, dn satisfying Σ£=i axvx—Q, is there an n-end catenoid X: C—{qίf ••• , qn\
-*R3 such that G{qx )—vx and w(qi)—aι

 ?

In this paper, we study the problem in the case when qx coincides with
σ(vt) for each /, where σ: S2-+C is the stereographic projection from the north
pole. Our main result is stated as follows.

T H E O R E M . Let vu •••, vn be unit vectors in R*, and alf ••• , an non-zero real
numbers satisfying S ? = i aivl—0. Set p x \ — o{vx) and

Z Pi

Suppose there are complex numbers bι, •••, bn satisfying

(1.1) biΣijGNιbj=aι *=1, " , n ,

(1.2) Σje^bjFtip^O ί=l, ..., n

and Σΐ=ibxφ0, where Nt:= {j^N\l^j<ny jφi). Then there exists an n-end
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